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Abstract

Precise engineering of nanoparticle superlattices (NPSLs) for energy applications requires a 
molecular-level understanding of the physical factors governing their morphology, periodicity, 
mechanics, and response to external stimuli. Such knowledge, particularly the impact of ligand 
dynamics on physical behavior of NPSLs, is still in its infancy. Here, we combine coarse-grained 
molecular dynamics simulations, and small angle X-ray scattering experiments in diamond anvil 
cell to demonstrate that coverage density of capping ligands (i.e., number of ligands per unit area 
of a nanoparticle’s surface), strongly influences the structure, elasticity, and high-pressure 
behavior of NPSLs using face-centered cubic PbS-NPSLs as a representative example. We 
demonstrate that ligand coverage density dictates (a) the extent of diffusion of ligands over NP 
surfaces, (b) spatial distribution of the ligands in the interstitial spaces between neighboring NPs, 
and (c) the fraction of ligands that interdigitate across different nanoparticles. We find that below 
a critical coverage density (1.8 nm-2 for 7 nm PbS NPs capped with oleic acid), NPSLs collapse 
to form disordered aggregates via sintering, even under ambient conditions. Above the threshold 
ligand coverage density, NPSLs surprisingly preserve their crystalline order even under high 
applied pressures (~ 40 - 55 GPa), and show a completely reversible pressure behavior. This 
opens the possibility of reversibly manipulating lattice spacing of NPSLs, and in turn, finely 
tuning their collective electronic, optical, thermo-mechanical, and magnetic properties. 
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1. Introduction

Advances in scalable self-assembly strategies have enabled synthesis of highly ordered arrays of 

ligand-stabilized colloidal nanoparticles (NPs), termed nanoparticle superlattices (NPSLs), with 

exceptional thermal,1 mechanical,2 electronic,3 and optical4 properties. For instance, precise 

ordering of NPs into NPSLs has led to several technologically relevant phenomena, including, 

metal-to-insulator transition,5 vibrational coherence,6 enhanced p-type conductivity,7 ferro-/ferri-

magnetism,8–10 novel plasmonic properties,11 spin-dependent electron transport,12 and superior 

thermal behavior.1 Such unique set of physical properties make NPSLs promising for numerous 

optoelectronics, energy harvesting, and sensing applications.13–15 The presence of soft ligands 

also opens up a unique opportunity to finely tune the collective properties of NPSLs. Even for a 

chosen combination of NP and capping ligands, the electronic, optical, and magnetic coupling 

between NPs can be precisely controlled by varying the distance between NPs;16–19 e.g., 

reversible metal-to-insulator transition can be achieved in 2D silver NPSLs by varying NP-NP 

separations.5 Numerous methods, including ligand replacement,3,20 pressure,18 and thermal 

treatment after assembly,21 have reported success in tuning the inter-NP distance. Among these, 

applied pressure is particularly lucrative to achieve desired NP-NP distances over a wide range, 

since NPSLs can withstand high pressures (tens of GPa) without losing their long-range order, 

and pressure-induced structural changes can be completely reversed.16 In addition, NPSLs have 

been reported to be mechanically robust, with elastic stiffness similar to those of lightweight 

structural composites (~10 GPa);2,22,23 this further makes applied pressure a suitable route to 

control the collective properties of NPSL.

Manipulation of the interparticle spacing in NPSLs via applied external pressure is a 

straightforward approach to tune physical properties of such structures. In few previous studies, 

compression of NP assemblies have been found to accompany sintering of individual NPs; 23,24 

this phenomenon can be used to engineer nanostructures with specific morphologies.25  

Importantly, assemblies of oleic acid modified PbS NPs synthesized in different research groups 

have sometimes led to structurally stable superlattices,  while other times the individual NPs are 

found to sinter.16,23 The underlying molecular level picture of these seemingly disparate 

observations remains largely unknown. While a broad range of NPs have been assembled into 

three-dimensional NPSLs, understanding of the origin of structural stability, mechanical 
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properties and high-pressure behavior of these hybrid materials consisting of “hard” inorganic 

cores and “soft” organic ligands  at molecular level is still in its infancy.1,2,15,26–28 Previous 

reports indicate that structure, and mechanics of NPSLs are primarily controlled by weak 

dispersive forces (e.g., van der Waals, hydrogen bonding etc.) and packing entropy of ligands of 

different NPs.1,28–30 Moreover, varying packing densities can modify surface organization of 

ligands and modify surface energies. This can cause the transition of driving force for self-

assembly from entropy maximization to reduction of overall free energy; and, in turn, lead to 

various ordered morphologies that are not possible to achieve via entropic factors alone. 31–33 

Consistent with these claims, recent electron microscopy, and nano-indentation studies 

demonstrate that NPSLs exhibit superior mechanical properties even in the absence of chain 

entanglement or cross-linking, and slight structural disorder.2 Also the packing geometry, 

structural conformation of ligands, and the mobility of ligands on the surface of nanoparticles are 

also known to impact mechanical cohesion in NPSLs, and their response to applied pressure.13,34 

Furthermore, our previous works on Au NPSLs have shown that their thermo-mechanical 

properties are strongly influenced by inter-digitation of ligands, as well as the spatial 

arrangement of ligands between neighboring NPs.1 Other in situ small angle X-ray scattering 

(SAXS) studies using diamond anvil cell (DAC) indicate that under applied pressure, the 

structure of NPSLs evolve via elastic response of ligands, ligand compression, ligand 

detachment, and deviatoric compression of ligands between different NPs.26 Despite these 

findings, the role played by molecular scale dynamics of ligands in governing structural, 

mechanical, and pressure behavior of NPs, as well as their correlation with ligand coverage 

densities are still not fully understood.  Therefore,  the fundamental knowledge of ligand 

dynamics and its connection to assembly process, sintering of NPs and thermo-mechanical 

properties of NPLSs is not only crucial for gaining precise control over the physical properties of 

NPSLs, but is also essential to design pathways to synthesize these hybrid crystals with desired 

crystallinity. For instance, minor changes in synthesis protocols, e.g., washing schemes can 

effectively alter the ligand coverage,26,35 which in turn impacts the morphology, symmetry, 

dimensionality, and thermo-mechanical behavior of the self-assembled NPSLs.24,36 

Here, we combine coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CGMD) simulations, and SAXS 

experiments in diamond anvil cell (DAC) to explore the dynamic processes at the molecular 

level. We show that structural response of NPSLs to applied pressure, their mechanical 
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properties, as well as NP-NP spacing are strongly correlated with the surface mobility of ligands, 

their spatial distribution between neighboring NPs, and the extent of ligand-interdigitation. We 

demonstrate that a certain critical density of ligand coverage on the constituent NPs is required to 

form stable NPSLs. Below this density (such as that possible due to extensive washing27), NPSLs 

tend to collapse often under ambient conditions resulting in disordered aggregates of NPs via 

sintering. Above the critical coverage, NPSLs preserve their crystalline order even up to high 

applied pressures (~40 GPa); more importantly, the pressure-induced changes in NP-NP spacing 

are completely recovered upon release, without any noticeable hysteresis. We attribute this 

absence of hysteresis to the reversible nature of inter-digitation between ligands of neighboring 

NPs; essentially, we find that applied pressure impacts the fraction of ligands involved in inter-

digitation, while the relative orientation of the ligands between neighboring NPs remains 

constant. Furthermore, ligand coverage also dictates the propensity of a ligand to inter-digitate 

with or deflect away from ligands on neighboring NPs, which, in turn, governs the mechanical 

behavior of NPSLs. In ligand-deficient NPSLs (with coverage above critical value), ligands 

predominantly inter-digitate, while in the ligand-rich cases, deflection of ligands is more 

prevalent. Our CGMD simulations unambiguously indicate that ligand-deflection significantly 

enhances the elastic stiffness of NPSL. 

2. Materials and methods

 Synthesis and characterization. The PbS NPs (of size 7 nm) are synthesized using the method 

of Hines and Scholes.37 Subsequently, these PbS NPs are assembled into FCC superlattices via a 

controlled oversaturation technique as described in our previous work.16,38 Typically, a single Si 

strip is placed vertically in a glass test tube containing a solution of NPs in toluene (with 0.2 mg 

of PbS NPs). Subsequently, we add 1.5 mL of isopropanol (non-solvent) to slowly destabilize the 

NP solution over a period of ~ 1 week; thereafter, the substrates containing the NPSLs are 

removed, and air-dried. Thermogravimetric (TGA) analysis was performed with a Mettler-

Toledo STARe TGA/SDTA851e system operated under inert, N2 atmosphere. The NPSLs were 

scratched from the Si substrate and placed into the Al boat. 

Among the synthesized NPSLs, we chose few representative ones with dimensions compatible 

with DAC to characterize the pressure response of NPSL. In each high-pressure experiment, only 

one individual NPSL (~30 microns) is loaded into a ~150 µm-diameter hole in a pre-indented Re 
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gasket16. The NPSL was loaded manually under the optical microscope by picking it from the 

glass substrate using the sharp wood needle. The pressure is monitored spectroscopically via 

measuring the fluorescence peak position of ruby fluorescent microsphere, loaded alongside with 

the NPSL. Neon (Ne) is loaded to the DAC as a pressure-transmitting medium using a 

pressurized gas loading system. The synchrotron small angle X-ray scattering techniques (sector 

12, Advanced Photon Source) in combination with a diamond anvil cell (DAC) technique are 

used to monitor the structural evolution of NPSLs.39 For these X-ray experiments, a 

monochromatic beam (energy, 12 keV corresponding to X-ray wavelength λ =1.0332 Å) is 

focused onto an area of 100 µm x 50 µm on the sample at a sample-to-detector distance of ~2 m. 

An APS built CCD detector is employed for the in situ SAXS experiments. Scanning electron 

microscopy is conducted using JEOL 7500F, while transmission electron microscopy images are 

captured using JEOL 2100F.

Materials. Isopropanol, toluene, oleic acid, and bis(trimethylsilyl) sulfide ((TMS)2S) are 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with at least ACS purity. PbAc23H2O is obtained from Across 

Chemicals. We purchased polished Si (100) wafers from Silicon Quest International (Santa 

Clara, CA) for growing NPSLs; these wafers are diced into 4 mm by 1 cm strips with a dicing 

saw and further cleaned by sonication in pure toluene. Glass test tubes (0.8 cm i.d., by 10 cm 

long) used for NPSL assembly are purchased from Fisher Scientific. For DAC chamber, 

diamonds are purchased from Almax Industries, while rhenium foil is purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. This foil is diced into 4 mm  4 mm squares for use as gasket chambers. 

Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations. Fundamental understanding of the structural 

stability, elasticity, and high-pressure behavior of NPSLs require large computational 

superlattice composed of several million atoms. Molecular dynamics simulations based on all-

atom models for such large systems (with multiple initial configurations) over several tens of 

nanoseconds are computationally intractable. Therefore, we turn to atomistic-informed 

MARTINI40 coarse grained model of PbS NPs ligated with oleic acid ligands. The MARTINI 

framework provides sufficient coarse-graining while retaining the chemical description of fatty 

acids among other typical ligands.41 Such coarse-grained models have shown great success in 

describing ligand dynamics, and its impact on structural, thermal, and mechanical properties of 

self-assembled nanoparticle superstructures1,35,42 In this framework, the PbS-NP core is 
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represented by an indivisible bead (type NP), while each oleic acid is modelled by a string of six 

beads bonded to each other (Supplementary Information, Figure S1); one of the terminal beads 

of the oleic acid is attached to the PbS nanoparticle core via a harmonic bond. All non-bonded 

interactions between the beads are modelled using Lennard-Jones potentials (See Figure S1c for 

parameters employed in this work). Note that the oleic acid ligands are allowed to move over the 

surface of the nanoparticle to which they are tethered. We also note that the MARTINI CG 

model used in this work distinguishes C=C and C-C bonds, and captures the effect of C=C bond 

on rigidity of oleic acid ligands (See Supporting Information, Figure S1). This is particularly 

important since the increased rigidity owing to C=C has been reported to influence extent of 

ligand interdigitation. 33

First, we generate all-atom configurations for oleic acid ligands that are randomly 

distributed on a PbS NP bead at various ligand coverages  (number of ligand molecules per unit 

surface area of NP), with values ranging from 0.7nm--2 to 5.5nm--2. The all-atom configurations 

are then coarse-grained in accordance to MARTINI framework (Figure S1); the ligated coarse-

grained models at various ligand coverages are, subsequently, equilibrated at 300 K for 10 ns. At 

each ,  we build NPSLs with face-centered cubic symmetry using the equilibrated PbS-oleic 

acid NP as a building block. This is achieved by placing a ligated NP on each site of a face-

centered lattice (conventional cell 4 distinct sites), wherein the shortest surface-to-surface 

separation distance between two neighboring NPs surfaces is 6 nm (Supplementary Information 

Figure S1). Periodic boundary conditions are employed along all directions. Note that the 

constructed superlattices possess a mono-disperse size distribution, i.e., all nanoparticles have 

identical size. 

To determine the elastic properties of a given NPSL, we first equilibrate the system under 

ambient conditions (T = 300 K, P = 0) for 10 ns using isobaric-isothermal canonical molecular 

dynamics simulations using LAMMPS43 within the CG framework described above. Constant 

temperature and pressure conditions are maintained using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat and 

barostat; a time step of 1 fs is employed.  Thereafter, we employ uniaxial tensile loading along 

the desired crystallographic direction up to 2% strain. For a given direction, Young’s modulus is 

evaluated from the slope of the stress-strain curves obtained from CGMD simulations. In this 

study, we determine Young’s moduli along three crystallographic directions [100], [010], and 

[001] (namely E100, E010, E001 respectively). Similarly, bulk modulus K for a given NPSL is 
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determined from stress-strain relationship derived from CGMD simulations under isotropic strain 

conditions (maximum volumetric strain of 2%) Bulk modulus (K) of a given NPSL is obtained 

by fitting the energy to Murnaghan equation of state.44,45 The values of Young’s moduli, and 

bulk moduli are averaged over CGMD simulations on 10 different configurations at each ligand 

coverage.

Next, we investigate the response of NPSLs to applied pressure during compression-

release pressure cycles using canonical molecular dynamics simulations at 300 K within 

LAMMPS.43 To simulate a compression-release pressure cycle, we systematically increase 

applied pressure from 0 to 40 GPa in increments of 1 GPa; at each pressure, the system is 

equilibrated for 1 ns.  Thereafter, the system pressure is gradually released at the same rate (i.e., 

1 GPa/ns) down to ambient pressure. The structural and dynamical properties are all averaged 

over the last 200 ps for each pressure. Note that the pressure-behavior of the superlattices, and its 

dependence on ligand coverage presented in this work are robust, and do not exhibit any artifacts 

owing to computational system size; CGMD simulations on 2  2  2 superlattices lead to 

identical results.

3. Results and discussion

Three-dimensional face centered cubic (FCC) NPSLs made up of PbS NPs (stabilized by 

capping with oleic acid ligands) are chosen as a representative system to investigate the role of 

ligand dynamics in determining the structure, elasticity, and high-pressure behavior of NPSLs. 

Previously, the fcc 3D NPSLs assembled from 7 nm PbS NPs have demonstrated nearly perfect 

structural stability upon their compression up to 12.5 GPa and further pressure release.16 We 

employ CGMD simulations (see Methods and Supplementary Information Figure S1 for details) 

to elucidate the impact of ligand coverage on elasticity, and structural response of NPSLs to 

applied compression-release pressure cycles (Figure 1). The CG model and the interaction 

parameters employed here provides a good qualitative description of the structural and elastic 

behavior of NPSLs consistent with our experiments (see Supplementary Information Figure S2). 

A periodic simulation box comprising of four ligated NPs (at prescribed ligand coverage ) is 

used to model NPSL. A wide range of ligand coverage densities are investigated ( = 0.7 – 5.5 
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nm-2); first, we focus on the structural stability, elastic behavior, and pressure response of ligand-

rich NPSLs (i.e.,  > 1.8 nm-2), and subsequently describe the structure of ligand depleted cases. 

The molecular configuration of a typical FCC-NPSL ( = 5.5/nm2) equilibrated under ambient 

conditions via CGMD simulations is shown in Figure 1a; in this NPSL, the shortest distance 

between two neighboring NPs is L = 2.8 nm.  Note,   is defined as the number of oleic acid 

molecules occupying a unit area on the surface of the NP building block. Our CGMD 

simulations show that the elastic stiffness of NPSLs increases monotonically with ligand 

coverage (Figures 1b,c). This predicted trend is consistent with several earlier studies, which 

report that presence of thick regions of soft organic spacers between NPs (i.e., high ligand 

coverage) can significantly enhance the mechanical properties of NPSLs.2,26,46 Figure 1b 

indicates that regardless of the ligand coverage on NP building blocks, the NPSLs exhibit elastic 

isotropy, as shown by largely identical values of Young’s moduli along different crystallographic 

directions, i.e., [001], [010], and [001]. Young’s moduli of NPSLs rise significantly (~1.25 to ~3 

GPa) as the individual NP building block become ligand-rich (i.e.,  increases from 1.8 nm-2 to 

5.5 nm-2), largely owing molecular-scale dynamics associated with the capping ligands as 

discussed later. These computed values are in good agreement with experimentally measured 

elastic modulus in oleic acid based NPSLs (E~ 2.3).16,47 Similar to the trends in Young’s 

modulus, bulk moduli K of the NPSLs also increase with ligand coverage with values in the 

range ~2.3 – 3.4 GPa for  =1.8 nm-2 – 5.5 nm-2 as shown in Figure 1c. Using CGMD 

simulations, we also track the structural evolution of NPSLs at various ligand coverage under 

applied pressure (up to 40 GPa), and during subsequent pressure release. Figure 1d shows the 

evolution of the surface-to-surface separation between two neighboring nanoparticles (i.e., L) in 

NPSLs during a compression-release cycle at various values of  (1.8 nm-25.5 nm-2). As 

expected, the inter-particle spacing L decreases under applied pressure (compression) at all 

ligand coverages, which are denoted by open symbols. It is interesting to note that for  within 

1.8 nm-25.5 nm-2, the inter-particle distance in the NPSL reverts back to its original value upon 

complete release of pressure as shown by the filled symbols. Such a perfectly reversible 

structural response during a compression-release cycle is in excellent accordance with previous 

empirical observations.16 This further demonstrates the capability of the coarse-grained models 

employed in this work to capture the behavior of NPSLs under applied pressure. To understand 

the effect of applied pressure on the crystalline order of the NPSLs, we evaluate the NP-NP pair 
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distribution function (PDF) at various points during the compression-release cycle. Figure 1e 

shows the NP-NP PDFs for the NPSL with  = 4.9 nm-2 at various selected pressures during a 

compression-release cycle. Under ambient conditions, the peaks in the NP-NP PDF appear at 

ideal locations for a FCC crystal, (i.e., at r0, √2r0, √3r0, 2r0 …), where r0 is the closest center-to-

center separation between NPs (Figure 1e). As the NPSL is subjected to compression, the peaks 

in the PDF shift towards to shorter separation distances; however, the peak positions relative to 

the nearest-neighbor peak remain close to that for a FCC crystal, even up to ~40 GPa (Figure 

1d). Similarly, as the applied pressure is released, the PDF peaks regain their original positions, 

while retaining the FCC symmetry throughout the pressure release (Figure 1d). This unique 

ability of NPSLs to sustain high applied pressures without losing their crystalline order is 

consistent with earlier experimental works.16 It is particularly interesting to note that the 

qualitative trends in NP-NP PDF with applied pressure are identical for NPSLs with ligand 

coverages in the range 1.8 nm-25.5 nm-2 [See Supporting Information Figure S3 for PDFs at  = 

1.8 nm-2, 2.4 nm-2, 3.6 nm-2 and 5.5 nm-2 ]. We also evaluate Steinhardt order parameters 

(namely, q4 and q6)48,49 for the equilibrated NPSL configurations ( = 4.9 nm-2) at various 

pressures during the compression-release cycle (Figures 1f,g). Consistent with the findings of 

PDF analysis (Figure 1e), q4 and q6 of the NPSL remain close to their known values for ideal 

FCC crystal (i.e., 0.19, and 0.57 respectively) throughout the applied compression-release cycle 

(Figures 1f,g). Similar to the NP-NP PDFs, the pressure dependence of Steinhardt parameters is 

not influenced by ligand coverage >1.8 nm-2. Thus, beyond a threshold ligand coverage on NP 

building blocks, NPSLs can withstand high pressures while retaining their crystalline order, and 

exhibit completely reversible structural changes during a compression-release cycle. 

 In light of our simulation findings and their good agreement with the structural behavior 

of the NPSLs previously assembled from 7 nm PbS NPs and compressed up to 12.5 GPa,16 we 

decided to experimentally assess in situ structural stability and mechanical properties of FCC 

NPSL in a much broader pressure range to estimate the validity of our computation result. 

Therefore, we prepared a new set of NPSLs from freshly made 7 nm PbS NPs stabilized with 

oleic acid (OA) using solvent/nonsolvent approach.38 Only one NPSL was placed in a diamond 

anvil cell (DAC) (Figure 2a) to study its response to applied pressure under quasi-hydrostatic 

conditions. Structural evolution of the NPSL under applied pressure is monitored using X-ray 
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diffraction (XRD), and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) techniques. Our synthesized NPSLs 

(see Materials and Methods for details) are a few to 100 μm in size (Figure 2a), making it 

convenient to choose a SL with dimensions compatible with the DAC (Figure 2b). 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) shows that ligands constitute ~15% of the total weight 

(Figure S4) of the NPSL shown in Figure 2c; this corresponds to nearly full ligand coverage 

density on each constituent NP (i.e.,  ~ 5.0 nm-2). After loading the NPSLs into DAC (Figure 

2), their structural evolution during a compression-release cycle (ambient → ~55 GPa → 

ambient) is investigated using SAXS (Figures 2d). Under ambient conditions, SAXS pattern 

displays well-defined diffraction spots analogous to single atomic crystals, thus suggesting a 

highly crystalline character of the superlattice (Figure 2d). Upon compression, the diffraction 

patterns reveal that the crystalline order is nearly perfectly preserved up to ~30 GPa. The peak 

positions shift to higher Q values with increasing pressure, which indicates reduction in the unit 

cell dimensions consistent with compression. Under applied pressure of 30--55 GPa, additional 

peaks appear at Q ~ 1.8 nm-1 while the superlattice retains its overall FCC symmetry. However, 

the relative intensities of the peaks change during decompression cycle that can be explained by 

the re-arrangement of the NPSLs . When the pressure is released back to ambient pressure, we 

find that the pressure-induced structural changes in NPSL revert back to original while maintain 

a FCC crystalline structure throughout the pressure release stage. These findings are in 

agreement with the previously reported structural stability demonstrated by PbS NPs upon 

compression up to 12.5 GPa.16  Furthermore, it is worth noting that the all long-range order 

peaks broaden a little, and are less intense after pressure release, which suggests a slightly lower 

degree of crystalline order in the NPSL after the pressure is completely released. Figure S5 

demonstrates the TEM image obtained on the fragment of NPSLs after decompression. 

Nevertheless, the NPSL is able to maintain its structural integrity even at elevated pressure ~ 55 

GPa, consistent with the findings of our CGMD simulations (Figure 1). The high pressure studies 

conducted on NPSLs assembled by solvent/nonsolvent approach from 9.5 nm also confirm the 

stability and recovery of NPSLs during compression and pressure release cycles (Figure S6) 

Although our CGMD predictions are in overall agreement with experimental observations, they 

do not show the empirically observed slight reduction in crystallinity of NPSLs upon pressure 

release. This is a consequence of the superlattice sizes containing 4 NPs, which are too small to 

capture long-range disorder; superlattice with 16 NPs were also not found to be large enough to 
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capture reduction in crystallinity. Note that superlattice larger than 16 NPs (and their capping 

ligands) are computationally intractable. 

To gain fundamental insights into the molecular origins of exceptional stiffness, 

reversible pressure behavior, and remarkable stability of NPSLs (at high pressures), we analyze 

the temporal evolution of the capping ligands in our CGMD simulations. Figure 3 shows the 

spatial distribution of ligands around a typical NP in face-centered cubic superlattices for various 

ligand coverage cases ( = 1.8 nm-25.5 nm-2) under ambient conditions. Initially, the ligands are 

placed uniformly on the surface of NPs at all ligand coverage densities (Figure 3a). During 

equilibration under ambient conditions (T = 300 K, P = 0), the ligands diffuse around their 

central NP and undergo significant re-organization. At low coverage ( = 1.8 nm-23.6 nm-2), the 

ligands re-organize into an asymmetric distribution around the central NP (Figure 3). This yields 

ligand-depleted regions in the interstitial space between adjacent NPs in the superlattices; which 

in turn, is correlated with a somewhat lower stiffness of NPSL (~1.1—1.3 GPa). Such mobility 

of ligands over NP surfaces has been previously reported to result in significant molecular 

asymmetry in the soft organic shell around NPs, even to the extent of forming self-assembled 

Janus-like membranes with highly anisotropic properties.35 As the ligand coverage increases, the 

molecular distribution becomes uniform around a given nanoparticle. Consequently, in ligand 

rich NPSLs ( > 3.6 nm-2), a soft organic shell of nearly uniform thickness forms around each 

NP. The presence of such soft-spacers considerably enhances the elastic stiffness of the NPSL; 

e.g., the Young’s moduli increase by a factor of ~3 as the ligand coverage increases from 1.8 nm-

2 to 5.5 nm-2 (Figures 1b). Furthermore, careful analysis of our CGMD trajectories show that the 

symmetry of molecular distribution around a NP is not influenced by applied pressure. Although 

the capping ligands undergo a range of molecular motions under applied pressure, their 

distribution (in a NPSL with prescribed ligand coverage) remains fairly constant during the 

entire compression-release cycle.

In addition to mobility and distribution of ligands around NP, the inter-digitation or the 

interaction between ligands tethered to neighboring NPs is a key factor controlling the structure 

and mechanical properties of NPSLs. We analyzed our CGMD simulation trajectories to 

determine the fraction of ligands involved in inter-digitation, as well as the relative orientation 

between ligands of different NPs in Figure 4. A ligand is considered to be involved in inter-
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digitation if it contains at least two beads, each of which are within 7 Å of a bead belonging to 

any one of the ligands tethered to an adjacent NP (i.e., one of the 12 nearest neighbors). The 

ligands that do not satisfy this criterion are defined to be involved in deflection. Note the chosen 

cut-off distance for identifying inter-digitation (7 Å) is the nearest-neighbor separation between 

beads of ligands capping different NPs. Figure 4a shows the percentage of ligands involved in 

inter-digitation as a function of pressure over the entire compression-release cycle for NPSLs at 

various ligand coverages. Note that the value at each pressure in Figure 4a is averaged over 1 ns 

to ensure statistical relevance. At all ligand coverages, fraction of interdigitating ligands 

increases steadily upon compression. More importantly, during the pressure-release phase, the 

ligand inter-digitation reduces and reverts back to its original value upon complete release of 

pressure without any hysteresis. Evidently, the ligands belonging to neighboring NPs in NPSLs 

( > 1.8 nm2) interdigitate without being locked permanently (e.g., cross-linking). This reversible 

ligand inter-digitation underlies the complete absence of hysteresis in the structural response of 

NPSLs over a compression-release cycle, as well as stability at high pressures ~40 GPa (Figures 

1d). Figure 4b compares the extent of inter-digitation and deflection of ligands in NPSLs at 

various ligand coverages under ambient conditions. NPSLs at low ligand coverages exhibit 

pronounced inter-digitation, while in ligand-rich NPSLs, the ligands from adjacent NPs tend to 

deflect away from each other. For instance, at  = 1.8 nm-2, ~45% of ligands inter-digitate; the 

fraction of inter-digitation drops to ~30% when the ligand coverage increases to 5.5 nm-2. To 

investigate the physical factors underlying the propensity of ligands to interdigitate or deflect 

away, we evaluate the angle distribution function (ADF) between the end-to-end vectors of 

ligands from neighboring NPs (Figure 4c; see inset for definition of angle  between ligands). At 

low ligand coverages, the most probable angle value of  determined by the maxima is ~75º. 

This alongside direct visualization of our CGMD trajectories reveals that at low ligand 

coverages, sufficient geometric space is available for the collective re-organization of ligands 

needed for inter-digitation (Figure 4d). As the ligand coverage increases, the steric hindrances 

imposed by the neighboring ligands within a given NP hinder inter-digitation and cause the 

ligands of neighboring NPs to bend and deflect away from each other as shown in Figure 4e. 

This is confirmed by the steady increase in the position of maxima in the ADF as a function of 

ligand coverage (Figure 4c). Beyond  ~3.6 nm-2, the most probable value of  shows a clear 

jump from ~75º to ~120º, indicating a transition from a regime dominated by ligand inter-
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digitation to one in which ligands from neighboring NPs largely deflect away from each other. 

This transition is strongly correlated with the enhancement of elastic moduli, with somewhat low 

values at low ligand coverage (ligand interdigitation) to ~3 times higher moduli in the ligand rich 

cases (i.e., ligand deflection). Thus, we infer from Figures 1,3 and 4 that high elastic stiffness of 

NPSLs arise from a uniformly thick ligand shell around the inorganic NP cores, as well as high 

deflection of ligands in the interstitial spaces between the neighboring NPs. 

The distribution of angles between the end-to-end vectors of ligands from neighboring 

NPs do not change appreciably with applied pressure, irrespective of the ligand coverage (Figure 

4f, g). For any given ligand coverage ( > 1.8 nm-2), the ligand-ligand ADFs remain fairly 

constant during the entire compression-release cycle (even up to pressures ~40 GPa). This 

remarkable ability of the ligands from adjacent NPs to retain their relative orientation throughout 

a compression-release cycle (up to ~40 GPa) enables preservation of crystalline order in NPSLs, 

and underlies the complete lack of hysteresis in the structural response of NPSL to applied 

pressure. Furthermore, the computed ADFs are broad at all ligand coverages, which provides 

further explanation for the isotropic elastic properties of the NPSLs considered in this work.

Finally, we investigate the structural stability of NPSLs made up of NPs whose surfaces 

are capped with only a few ligands. Such scenario can arise during synthesis protocols that 

involve extensive washing of nanoparticles.1,35 Our CGMD simulations on NPSLs at  < 1.8 nm-

2 show that ligands re-organize into small patches around the NP, while leaving large fraction of 

NP surfaces completely bare (Figure 5). Consequently, a significant fraction of the interstitial 

space between the NPs in the assembled superlattices become devoid of ligands; essentially, in 

these areas, the organic spacer molecules (i.e., ligands) cannot screen the NP-NP interactions. 

Thereby, the separation between neighboring NPs reduces, which eventually leads to sintering of 

NPs (Figure 5). Such ligand-deficient NPSLs cannot preserve their crystalline order at low 

applied pressures ~1 GPa, and often even under ambient conditions. Thus, a critical ligand 

coverage density c (here ~1.8 nm-2) is required to form stable NPSLs. Such ligand depletion can 

be experimentally realized by rapid addition of an equal amount of non-solvent (i-PrOH) to 

toluene solution of PbS NCs and vigorous shaking. Our TGA experiments on NPSL after the 

non-solvent treatment shows a drop in the weight-loss, which corresponds to a reduction in the 

ligand coverage density (Figure 5b). SAXS experiments indicate that NPSLs lose their 
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crystalline order upon treatment with non-solvent (i.e., reduction in ligand coverage) as shown 

by pronounced broadening of peaks in the NP-NP pair distribution function (Figure 5c). These 

observations are consistent with predictions of our CGMD simulations.  Below the critical value 

of ligand coverage density c, the NPs tend to aggregate or sinter; while at > c, stable NPSLs 

with excellent elasticity emerge. Owing to ligand inter-digitation or deflection, these stable 

NPSLs (> c) can withstand high pressures (~40 GPa) without losing their crystalline order and 

exhibit no hysteresis during a compression-release cycle (Figures 1d,e).

4. Conclusions 

We employ CGMD simulations to elucidate the role of ligand coverage, and their molecular 

scale dynamics in governing the structure, elasticity, high pressure behavior of NPSLs. We find 

that the formation of the stable NPSLs requires the individual NP building blocks to be ligated at 

least up to a certain critical ligand coverage. For 7 nm PbS nanoparticles stabilized with oleic 

acid ligands, the critical coverage value is ~1.8 nm-2. Ligand-depleted NPSLs (i.e., ligand 

coverage below critical value) form disordered aggregates via sintering. On the other hand, 

NPSLs with ligand coverages higher than the threshold value show remarkable structural 

stability (i.e., maintain FCC arrangement of nanocrystals) even up to high pressures, possess 

high elastic stiffness, and exhibit no structural hysteresis during a compression-release cycle; 

ligand deficiency below this threshold causes sintering of nanoparticles leading to aggregates 

without crystalline order.  These findings can explain the disparate observations in the previously 

published results with some demonstrating sintering of individual NPs whereas others displaying 

remarkable structural stability of NPSL.16,23 We note that this cross-over density is system 

specific, and may be influenced by the nature of the NP, size of the NP, ligand length and 

chemistries; a more systematic study would be necessary to elucidate these connections. We 

show that structural and mechanical properties originate from the interplay of ligand coverage, 

mobility, and molecular-scale dynamics of ligands in the interstitial spaces between neighboring 

NPs. Furthermore, ligand coverage (beyond a threshold value) can be used to tune the lattice 

parameter of NPSL, as well as the propensity of the ligands to inter-digitate with those tethered 

to a neighboring NP, or deflect away from them. Even subtle changes in the relative fraction of 

inter-digitated vs deflected ligands has significant impact on the mechanical behavior of NPSL; 

predominant ligand deflection (that occurs in ligand-rich cases) yields high elastic stiffness. The 
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predictions of our CGMD simulations are in good accordance with our electron microscopy, and 

SAXS characterization of NPSLs prepared by colloidal synthesis methods. Our work highlights 

the key role played by ligands in dictating the physical properties of NPSLs, provides design 

rules to tune these properties, and broadly advances the molecular-level understanding of NPSLs. 
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FIGURES AND TABLES 

Figure 1. Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations to understand structural and 
mechanical properties of NPSLs at various ligand coverages. (a) CG model representation 
of a typical face-centered cubic NPSL. The NPs are shown as red spheres, while the ligands are 
shown as blue lines. The distance between the center of masses of two neighboring NPs are 
denoted as r; while, the surface-to-surface distance between neighboring NPs can be written as 
L = r – D, where D is the diameter of each NP. (b) Young’s modulus of NPSL along three 
different crystallographic directions, [100], [010] and [001], namely E100, E010, E001 are plotted 
as a function of ligand coverage . (c) Bulk modulus of NPSL at various values of . The 
values in panels (b, c) are averaged over 10 different configurations; error bars are also 
provided (d) Average surface-to-surface separation distance between adjacent NPs in 
equilibrated NPSLs for different ligand coverages as a function of pressure P during a 
compression-release cycle. Here D is the diameter of a nanoparticle. Here, the open and filled 
symbols correspond to compression and pressure-release phases of the cycle, respectively. (e) 
Pair distribution function between NPs for a NPSL at =4.9/nm2 at various selected pressures 
during a compression-release cycle. (f, g) Steinhardt order parameter q4 and q6 for NPSL 
(=4.9/nm2) at selected pressures chosen in panel (e). Open and filled symbols correspond to 
the compression and pressure release phases, respectively, in panels (d, f, g). Similarly, in 
panel e, the PDFs during compression are shown in black, while that for the release of pressure 
are displayed in purple.
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Figure 2. Experimental characterization of the high-pressure behavior of face-centered 
cubic NPSLs made up of 7 nm PbS nanoparticles. (a) Optical micrograph of the PbS NPSLs 
deposited on the Si substrate and individual NPSL loaded into DAC (insert). Schematic 
representation of the diamond-anvil cell set-up used for in-situ X-ray characterization of NPSL. 
(c) Scanning electron microscopy image of NPSL, the inset demonstrates the TEM image of 7 
nm PbS NPs used to make 3D NPSL. (d) Evolution of SAXS spectra for the NPSL as a function 
of applied pressure during a compression-release cycle. The red line indicates the SAXS spectra 
at the highest pressure achieved (55.86 GPa). The acquisition of the data starts at 1.02 GPa and 
the data are compared to the diffraction spectrum of SCs on Si substrate. 2D XRD patterns 
showing preferential orientation of NPs in the NPSL are shown during compression (panels d,e) 
and upon release (panel f). 
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Figure 3. Distribution of ligands around a typical nanoparticle in a NPSL at various 
ligand coverages under ambient conditions.  Molecular snapshots of capping ligands on a 
NP within the NPSL are shown (a) initially, when they are uniformly placed, and (b) after 
equilibration of NPSLs under ambient conditions (P = 0, T = 300 K) via CGMD simulations. 
(c) Time-averaged number density maps showing the distribution of ligands around a typical 
nanoparticle within the NPSL at various ligand coverages are also shown. The color bar 
represents number of ligand beads per unit volume (nm-3). 
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Figure 4. Interaction between ligands belonging to neighboring nanoparticles. (a) Fraction 
of ligands involved in interdigitation in NPSLs at various ligand coverages as a function of 
pressure during a compression-release cycle. Open and closed symbols correspond to 
compression and release phases respectively. (b) Fraction of ligands involved in interdigitation 
and deflection under ambient conditions as a function of ligand coverage. (c) Probability 
distribution of angles (ADF) between the end-to-end vectors of ligand pairs (each tethered to a 
different NP) under ambient conditions for various ligand coverage densities. The angle    
between the ligands is defined in the inset. Molecular snapshots of a pair of selected NPs (red 
spheres) exhibiting predominant (d) interdigitation, and (e) deflection of ligands (blue lines) in 
the interstitial region, obtained from CGMD trajectories. Only ligands that lie between the 
chosen NPs are shown for clarity. All the ligands belonging to a single nanoparticle are of same 
color (blue or gray lines). The angle between the edge-to-edge vectors of a representative pair of 
ligands for each case in panels (d, e) are also shown to illustrate their relative orientation. We 
have also shown the probability distribution of angles between ligands of different NPs for (f, g) 
ligand-deficient ( = 1.8 nm-2) and ligand-rich ( = 5.5 nm-2) NPSLs as a function of pressure 
during a compression-release cycle.
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Figure 5. Ligand coverage effects on the morphology of NPSL. (a) Surface-to-surface separation 
distance between neighboring nanoparticles L in face-centered cubic NPSLs as a function of ligand 
coverage under ambient conditions as obtained from our CGMD simulations. Two distinct regimes in 
structural behavior appear, which are separated by a dotted line. At  < 1.8 nm-2, the NPs tend to 
sinter leading to loss of order in the NPSL.  Beyond 1.8 nm-2, NPSLs are stable even under high 
applied pressures ~40 GPa. Within this regime, the extent of ligand interdigitation varies with 
coverage density; as  increases, ligands belonging to neighboring NPs tend to deflect away from 
each other. Representative molecular snapshots are shown for each regime to demonstrate that ligand 
re-organization leads to 1) sintering of NPs and consequent collapse of long-range order (in ligand-
depleted NPSLs), and 2) interdigitation, and/or deflection of ligands in the interstitial space between 
adjacent NPs that underlie the structural stability of ligand-rich NPSL. (b) Thermogravimetric 
analysis (cf. Reference 19) of a PbS NPSL, and disordered structures obtained by treating crystalline 
NPSL with non-solvent. TGA weight loss is used to ascertain the coverage; low coverage of NP 
leads to a disordered i.e. sintered aggregate, whereas the NPSL with higher coverage maintained its 
crystallinity. These experimental observations are consistent with our simulations. (c) Pair-
distribution functions of these NPSLs obtained from SAXS experiments; broadening of peaks in the 
films with lower coverage indicate disorder whereas the higher coverage films maintain their 
structural integrity.
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